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Ronald T. Hyman
Graduate School of Education
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, N.J.

The Hebrew word "kara" has several related translations: to read, to call, an.d t.)
eill out.or proclaim. Today,I shall.focus on "kara" in its multiple meanings in the
sense that I will be "calling" out to ypu regarding "reading." I Will be calling upon
you to consider SOMe new ways to do what you have been doing for years when teaching
children to read. That is, I shall offer you somo suggestions for asking questions in
different ways. I shall focus on the questions parents, children, and teachers can,
As well as should, ask in their efforts to improve the teaching and learning of rewling.

Let me begin by briefly setting the context in which we ask questions, and you wql
see the importance of my endeavor. I am concerned with three areas in the teaching oi
reading: the symbol area, the comprehension area, and the pleasure, or love, area. Tn

the symbol area we teach the student to read the letters B-I-G as "big." That is to say,
we teach that certain ink configurations constitute letters, and the various combinations
of thesp letters, when we read them properly, represent the *ords we speak. I shall not
involvelMyself here, amongst oxperts in the teachIng of reading, in the issueSsof what is
the better way to teach reading, phonics orwhole language. I only want to point out
that there are issues in the symbol area for experts to consider. The symbol area cf

reading is one of eget concern to many teachem especially remedial reading teachers.
However, to.many other teachers, especially those who wprk with children whe are beyond
their second or third years in school, the symbol area is not of pariiiculAr concern.

What is of particular concern to all teachers is the.second area of reading, the
comprehension area. In this area we hekp students to understand what they read; Under-

standing is the prime.purpose of/reading. The writer of a message conveyed by loiters
and other symbOls wantp the rea8er to _comprehend the message, and those who teach reading
want the reader tp Sly able to do so. For the authorl understanding may be an inter-
mediate goal toward an ultimate goal of belief, agreement, action, pleasure, or something
else: In any case, the teacher focuses en understanding, aiming for comprehension Of bcch

the implicit and explicit _messages.

,

The comprehension area includes many different elements of understanding, Vario,;s

reading experts have offered systems for specifying the skills constituting comprehension.
.For example, Nila Banton Smith' offers the four categories of (1) literal comprehension,

.

(2) interpretation, (3) critical reeding, and (4) creative reading: Guszak,i with a

different perspective, offers six categories of skillse (1) recognition, (2) recall,

(3) translation, (4) conjecture, (5) explanation, and (6)'evaluation. The point her.a Is

noi to comment on these different categories bui\rather to indicate that the concern for
Comprehension tit reading is widespread and deep.' The.literature on teaching comprehensior .

in general or any particular category of Skills within it is overwhelming n sheer.nucbers

pgrralone. iously, Vipeople who ach reading also like to write. The quant ty alone o!i
this vist.litdrattire calling for improved teaching for comprehension, even withOut _he.

l'fivited address to.t4e Third.Biennial Rider College Reading Conference, Rider College, .

.Lawrenceville, N.J., May 17, 1980. My thanks.to Bette Kindman.Koffler for her help with
the section onsvisual mapping and to Bea Mayes fer,her suggestions fer improving this

Address. 2
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data I will cite shortly, is enough te Impel,us to seek alternative approaches to the
teaching of reading.

The third area Opreading with which I am concerned-is the Pleas.ure, or love, area.

Teachers of reading seek to inspire their students to go beyond comprehensiod and to
enjoy reading. Yet for some students reading is a cognitive chore, and they prefer not
to read. Other students are somewhat indifftrent, reading when assigned to read qr when
a book or article is of special appeal. Still others are posktive addicts,.hooked on
reading. Though we may not desire to convert every child into a book worm, we surely do
wish to have each one develop a positive attitude toward reading. We do want our -

children to find pleasure in reading--to enjoy it, to value it, to continue to do it
when on their own in school kv,r at home.

Our colic n for this third area of pleasure stems from one or a combination of
factors. For. ample, you could argue that we need to strive to teach most of our
children to love, reading because it 13 not a natural activity for them. That is,

whereas we do not need to teach children to enjoy talking with their friends or viewing
Itelevision because these activities involve--the natural activities of speaking, listen-
'Ing, and seeing', we do need to teach Pst children to love to reid, or at least to enjoy
it. Reading,'for.most people, does not come naturally. Most people learn to read in
school whereas they.learn to speak, listen, and see on their baim just by living with
other humans. Or, you may argue that we strive to teach the love of reading bepause we

-.have a cultural bias in favor of reading. That is, ever since htimans learned t8 write,
our culture has valued those.who could read, and reading still today benefiis from this

high value despite the fact that other forms of communication such as radio, television,
and publiC speaking may provide easier,though not necessarily better or speedier,means to
receiv, messages from other people. In any case, whatever the reason or combination of
reasdgs, I recognize that I, along with virtually all of you, want to teach our children
to-love to read.

It is within the context of all three (-areas of rtading--symbol, comprehension,
love--that I want to focus ion asking questions for improved reading. If our questions
bring about the ability to read the symbols b'dt not to comprehend them or not to compre-,
hend them well, then our questions are failing us. Similarly, if our questions succeed in
the sythbel and comprehension areas but not the love area, then they also are fa111pg us.
In short, our questibns must lead us to success in all three areas, and we mu3t, there-
fore, consider'our questions in this regard.

To show the need for Concern\bout questioning, let me state just a few research
results rOgarding reading:

1. Teacher guidebooks for basal' readers characteristically fOcupd on questions
eliciting, what Guszak refdrs to as, recog4tion and recall.'

2. Eight percent of the reading objectives,written by teachers in Grades 1, 2, /Ind
3 fell into the category.labelled Memoryiyet 48% of the qbestiqps actually
asked fell into that category. For these same teachers, 28% of their actual
questions were in the categories called Application and Analysis, yet 77% of
their obiectives were in these two categories. That is to say, there was a
"wide gap existing.between objectives and the questions lised to attain them."4

3. Teachers read a *election from a basal reading aeries and then developed
queattons About it. The teachers were asked "to construct a number of questions

3
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such at might be used to improve comprehension." In 10 minutes the teachers
constructed 215 questions, 24 of which fell into the literal category and

,were also of the recall type.

4. Litekal questions were characteristic in the various grades of-elementary

schoo1.6

S. The dominant.pattern of interaction in the teaching of reading was a teacher

question followed by a single congruent student response.'

6. The ratio of questions to statements by teachers teaching reading was four to

one.°

7. Some types of teacher questions (specifically Interpreting, Analyzing, and

Evaluating) elicited 4igher levels 9tf student responses than other types (for

example, Gathering Specific Facts)Y
-

8. Readihg teachers-in the primary grades asked 694 of their questions from the
Literal category and 32% from/the Interpretive category. 10

In, no way do I-mean to imply by presentihg these data that we should not.ask literal

'questions for recall and recognition. Not at all. WA need to ask such'questions. These

questions are needed initeacbing children to read critically. I5 their study of the
critical reading ability of elementary school children, Wolf, Huck, and King conclude,

"Questions to gather information were least effective for producing critical T'sfponses

but they seemed to bo necessary.in lessons directed toward critical reading."'

The points for our consaeration, therefore, lie in the answers to such questioqs

Whit are the consequences of the absence of, o t least the small number of, other
as: Whnt are the consequences of the large of literal, factual questions?

types of questions? Whft are the consequences of either an intpntional or unintentionat
eilphasiston such questions? What are the factors which lead t6achers to ask questions

as they 'do? What alternatives can we tqach people so that they can improve their queh-

tioning when teaching'children how to read?

I de not know specific answers to the questions above regarding the consequences
and causes of asking questions Mainly for recall and'recognition. I shall speculate on

specific answers only briefly since I believe that the critical task 7% the design and

implementatioa of alternatives to the current situation. That is, we know already that

in general,the current situation is undesirable and that we need to institute some changes.
/

First, let me comment on the two most significant consequences of asking literal

questions. We kno 'that,our success rate in teaching reading is hot as high as we

Would like it to be as witnessed by test scores and the public's demand for higher

levels in reading. Also, although educators and other adults consider reading important

and strive to instill positive attitude toward reading, many students held negative
attitudes toward reeding, choosing not to read in favor of other activities.

Second, lot me speculate about the factors leading to or causilig this situation

concerning questioning. Teachers.fOr years have taught reading by asking literal ques-
tions.and 4ave.now developedipoot habits based on the models they Have emulated. More-

over, pressurei from people concerned with:only-the symbol and/or comprehension areas

sometimes load.teachers to lose. sight of all three areas. When this occurs, teachers

a
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stress achievement in the symbol area'and in literal compreh sion which they consider

1 to be basic to reading. This stress is directly reflected i the.research data on tke

types of questions asked.

I do not.claim that the consequences mentioned all stem.from asking so many recog-

Ation and recall questions. Questions may be powerful indeed, but I doubt if vfe can

assign to them all the blame for students not achieving as well as they might or not

loving reading as well as they should. Similarly, I think the causes of the current

situation are most complex, dnd we therefore must be sensible enough not te construct a

simplistic approach to ascribing causes for the data shown in the research.

Let me move from thiS brief treatment of consequences And causes into the area of

improvement bechUie no specification of consequences and causes, however detailed it is,

will suffice in directing teachers toward a new pattern df behavior. On_the contrary,

continued focus on chuses may lead to assessing blime and making people, feel guilty, and

these feelings may not lead teacherp to change,

My questions regarding questioning fall into three interrelated areas--visual mapping,

strategies, and tactkcs. I shall treat these three areas in the order mentioned. First,

let me,state explicitly that for me questioning is a most Amportant teaching act.

Questioning is essential to teaching_ and halds this central role Ilacause it is directly

tied to thinking, Indeed, questionnig is the oral manifestation of thinking.. John

so far as to say, "Thinking is inquiry, investigation, turning over, probing

into so as to find something new-or to see.what is already known in a differ

In short, it is questioning .n12 Leifer you an obvious conclusion: it is

the importance of quitstions that we. need to improve the ways we ask them.

;eviey went

or delving
ent light.
because of

Let me now turn to visual mapping, the first of the three areas I shall deal isrith

req,Arding improvement in questioning. I am indebted to Bette Kindman-Koffler for

b-Anging to mrattention the visual mapping approach to teaching comprehension skills.

In a paper presented to the National Reading Conference Kindman-Koffler makes the case

for the need for teachers and.students to understand the "thought processes inherent to

each N.11" within the comprehension area.13 She'soffers visual mapping 'as an effective

approach for.satisfying.this need. Visual mapping serves as aryetrieval cue, thus

guiding the student through a concrete series of steps to perform the.specific thought

12.-7ocessea.

For example,t,Kindman-Koffler's visual map of the skill of comparing and contrasting

-appears in Flgure 1. This visual map is the culmination of a four-step procedure.

1. Examine objects x..and y. 2. What are the facts for eachlobject that'describe it?

3. What are the facts listed for x that,are the same or simiAar as those for y? This

step is the comparing aspect of the thought process.. 4; What are the facts listed for

each object which are different from those of the other one? This step is the contrast-

ing .aspect of the thought process.

Kindman-Kofflier has used the visual mapping approach with second grade students.

At this point no formal research data are available because "the.study is too recent to

genevatot adequate evaluative data."14 Nevertheless, the vismal mapping appgpach appears

to serve.its puvpose of offering help to teachert regardintlhow to prOceed in teaching

-. a key comprehension skiil. Kindman-Koffler and;her colleagues believe that the approach

was successful from their personal tnterviews with teachers and studentr#

Let. Me offer two oth4 possible visual maps. FigtIre'2 shows the visual map for

explaining the sequence for hew-to do something. Suppose you wish to have the students

tkg
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prepare their own mciterial to read and be read by others. You could ask them to
explain how to fix' a flat tire, for example. Then once they have the explanation set,
they or all of you together could write up the htens. Or, you could use the map as a
guide for reconseructing what your students have read once they close their books. In

eitiver case, the visual map in Figure 2 is the culminationOf a four step Procedure.
1. Review activity in your mind. 2. What are the sub-activities to do that go to make
up the larger activity (For example, in fixing a flat tire you must jack up the car,
loosen the nuts, and tighten thexnuts,.-to mention only three.sub-activities.) List

these sub-activities in any order that comes to mind. 3. When do you do each of these
sub-activities--toWard the beginning, the middle, or the end? The position'of the arrow
on the line gives only a rough indication of the order of that sub-activity. 4. What is
the correct order for doing these sub-activities?

Figure 3 shows the visuaymap for evaluating-something, whether it is a.person, an
object, or an event. For,example, you may wish a sturicnt to evaluate a new machine
invented by a character in a story. The procedure is in six steps. 1. Examine object x.
2. What are the facts thac describe x? 3. What is the value term, such as excellent, \
good, or poor, to be applied to x? 4. What are the criteria for applyifig this value
term to object x? List these criteria from "more important" to "less important."'
S. Connect characteristics with criteria with double arrows. If certatn character-
istics do not meet these criteria or vice versa, then do not driw any .arrows between the
lists of characteristics and criteria. 6. Does object x deserve the value term used?
Base your respOnse on the balance between arrows drawn (with their varying importances
taken into consideration) and the arrows not drawn that coul&have been..

Together these three visual maps--I'm sure that we could draw otherl\as well--

provide the teacher with retrieval cues for performing the specific thought processes

which constitute the larger comprehension skills. At the same time, the ma s offer the

teacher a sequence of questions which are essential to the comprehension sk lls.. The

visual.and the sequence.aspects Of these maps provide two powerful keys to 1 arning t

comprehension skills. In conjunction with the tactics that.I shall offer-sho tly the

teacher and student probably have a good chance of succeeding inithe comprehe sion area,

and such suc-ess may well be the springboard to sdccess in the love area.

Stfategies,_tbe second area concerned' with improvement in questioning, are

related to the-visual mapping area. I shall not speak at length here about the

a questioning strategy. For a long and detailed treatment I refer you to.my rece

entitled Strategic Questipning15in which I make the case for strategies, offer fiv

general and 15 specific questioning strategles, and relate question 5trategies to t

types of teaching strategies-l-presenting, enabling, and exemplifying. Briefly, the

value of a questioning strategy lies.in the cumulative lobwer of the individual quest

so that the whole-is greater than the sum Of the spiscific questions when asked in a

different sequence.

losely
alue of
t book

ree

ons

A strategy for asking questions provides teachers with a framework within which to

determine the questions they Will ask. The strategy serves as a guide and helps to

answer questions teachers raise about what action they can and should take with students.

A guide is necessary in planning for teaching but ever) mote so while in the actual act

of teaching. The interaction between teacher and student is so complex and 'generally

so rapid as to prevent long deliberations. Even with careful and comprehensive planning

. no teacher can--ot shouAd--know khead'of time exactly which questions to ask at a given

moment. Every teacher constantly monitors the ongoing situation in order to tailor the

interaction'to the demands of the sivation. Therefore, the ability at &given juncture

in the lesson to ask-an appropriate question, one which will continue'the forward thrust

of the interaction, requires.a framework.
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This framework provided by a questioning strategy reduces the strain on the teacher

and offers a sense of security 30 that he or she fee14 that all will not be lost when

the tknexpected occurs. Thus, strategy promotes confidenev\and ease which In turn com-

municate a positive tone to' the students.

A strategy also provides a cumulative effect. Indivil 1 questions spur students

to think. When the questions follow a particular Sequene. .!,4 re is definite hidden

impact. Single questions which are appropriate are needed, ut the overall impact on

the interaction stems from the strategy of questioning whiCh combines the individual

questions into-a cohesive whole: With a strategy there is a synergistic effect. From

her research on teacher behavior Hilda Taba realized this point, and it led her to

develop her work on strategies of teaching. "The impact of teaching lies not alone in

its single acts but in the manner in which these acts are combined into a pattern."16

So as to hav)k.aPt explicit referent for the word "strategy" as it applies to teaching,

I will use the following-definition: carefully
,a sequepce of steps designed to achieve a given goal.

A strategy by its very nature considers a range of questions. This is possible

because the teacher draws up the strategy beforehand when consideration for a variety of

questions is deliberate and called for. The range of'questions requires the students to

perform many cognitive processes in their respOnses. These procesfes contribute to the

continued cognitive development of the students, something advocatied by everyone con-

cerned with improving reading.

Below, as.an Riustration, are two strategies to use in teaching reading, The first

is one of the fiftei questioning strategies from Strategic questionihg. It is an .

analytical one whi focuses on a document or essay. If you decide to use it, I 'suggest

that you modify it to suit'the particular material and readers with whom youlare working.

Questioner

Strategy 4: Analyzing a Document17'

Respondent

1

1. From what perspective will yoLl examine 1. States viewpoint (framework/vantage

the document (story; event)? (What point) to be u4ed.

framework shall you use in your
analysis?)

2. .What are the advantages . of using this

perspéctive?

2. Gives reason for using this viewpoint.

3. What are the essential features of this ,3. Identifies anedescribel the features.

document from this perspective?

4. From this perspective, in what ways is _ 4. Offers analogy for comp rilon and

this document similar to or different contrast.

from another familiarslocument?

5. Are there any efethents missing from

the document you'd expect to find what gaps there are.

since they are crucial to thls per-

speCtive If so, what are they?

6. What do these elements mean to you? 6. Offers importance and

5. Based on related docum ts, identifies

I.

identified element '

ning of the
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7. What do you conclude about this docu-
ment?

8. Repeat steps 1-7 but from another
perspective.

9. What do yOu conclude about this
document based on the points arising
from the various perspectives taken?

rar

. Offers conclusion about the doCument.

8. Analyzes the document from a different
perspective to gain further insight.

9. Synthesizes the many points raised and
ffers a multi-faceted conclusion.

The second strategy is for discussing a fictional story or book. As before, this
strategy aims:to go beyond literal recall and to involve the discussants in analysis of
the story and evaluation of it. If you decide to use it, I suggest you modify it to
SUit tha particular piece of fiction and the readers with whom you are working.

Strategy 16: Discussingra Story br Book (Fiction

/

questioner

1. itho.are the main characters and what
are the,main events of this story
(book)?

2, What ay the connections between the
main,characters, events, location,
and-time of this story?

3. In what ways did the main characters
change during the story?

4. How did these changes affect the other
characters and the events in the story?

S. Were yeu expecting the story to end
as did? If yes, how did the author
prepare ou forthe ending? If no, how
did the author surprise you?

6. How did the author create and maintain
your interest in the story/

7. How are the elements (events, people,
and setting) of this story similar to
elemeRts in your own life? Wow are
they different?

8: In. what.,ways is this story like
, .

' (title) " or sOme other siory
ou have read?

9. Plhat is yeur favorite short pasSige
c_dfrom the book? Tell what qualities
it has.

Respondent

1. Identifies and describes the central
features of the story.

2. Relates the central features to each
other.

3. Identifies movement in the story.

.4. Analyzes the ef cts of change on
other elements in he story,

S, Relates expectation and actual story
read.

6. Analyzes the elements of style which
characterize the author in this story.

a

7. Relates the _story to his/her own life.

8. Compares this ttory to another story.

9. Identifies and comments on a passage
that is liked.

10. What do you conclude about this story .10. Synthesizes the many points raised and
in light of the points you've made draws a conclusion,
already?'
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Let me now turn to tactics, the third and last area concerned with improvement in
questioning. As we all know, often it is not what we say that affects people but how
lye say it and who says it. The same is true with westioning. We must monitor the way
we ask questions to our students and children. In a short and trenchant article talanne1-8
cautions us not to attack by questioning. When.we bombard a person with questions, we
convey a nonverbal message to the respondift along with the explicit verbal ones.
Lalanne uses as hi& illustration the questions a parent, might ask a child who-comes'home
from an evening with a friend. Suppose the parent asks in rapid_fire, "Where did you go?
Whom were you With? What did you do? Where did'you go from there? Why did you go .

there? How did you get there?" The child will likely feel filet he or she is being
attacked for going out and will resent the questions. As often happens in families,
the child then gets angry and hn unpleashnt'family sictuation between parent and child
results.

,

So, toO, with.questioning in reading. The reader may set a nonverbal 7 gative mos-
sage from a series of questions such-as this: Who is the main character? ghat did she
do? How did she do it? When did she go to Florida? While she was in Florida, what
happened to her cousin? The reader may get the feeling that the qufstioner is conduct-
ing a quiz or', worse yet, an interrogation. The reader may believe that we do not trust
him or her to read and understand. And wh must not forget that few of us liked to be
quizzed or interrogated. As-we a-dults must hear the deeper meaning behind a child!s
question or statement so must we'not send a negative, deeper message to the child when
we ask our questions. A child will respond to the deeper meaning,of our quetions,
consider it as a verbal attack, and resent or even reject the act of reading.

.We must question in moderation, and when we do, e-)must ask questions that serve us
well. When we wish to check on the reader's coMprehension of what was read (and there
are times when ctiecking is apprOpriate) as well as when we wish to get at interpretation,
speculation, and evaluation of the material read, we must follow several-essential .

guidelines.

However, beiore offering the following tactical guidelines, I wish to request that
you not adhvre to them slavishly. Just as you would modify an entire questioning.
strategy tokuit yokir particular students, as offered earlier, so you must be flbxible
in the use of these guidelines. The guidelines are only that--guidelines. Youineed to-
keep themjin mind as you work with your students. You will need to adjust your behavior
as you---se6k ta achieve your goals related to the symbol, comprehension, and love areas.
If the guidelines seem to be favoring One area, for example the symbol arei, at the'
expense of the other two or two areas at the expense af the thifd, then you will need
to adjust your tactics.

Here are 13 tactical guidelines which I believe will Se helpful as you help students
lin reading.

1. When checking for comprehension, ask reading-dependent
19
questions. That is, ask

questions which the reader will answer from knowledge gafhed from 'reading the
material rather than from prior knowledge. If the student figure&out that your
'questions do not actuaJly tap his reading comprehension, thenthere probably
will be less motivation to read the material,,

2. Ask clear, concise Questions. For example, if you wish to know specifiCally what
year Carter-was elected, do'not'ask "When was President Carter elected?" 'This
question can have peveral legitimate and correct responses--"Several years ago"
(relative time), "When I was 43" (personal time), "The year I visited.the'Smiths
in Arizona" (shared private time), and "1976" (objective time). Give some clues

9
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in your question that indicate that you want the objective number of the year.
You could ask, "What year was Carter elected, 1972 or 1976?" Or, "Exactly how
many years ago was Carter elected President?" Or, "When, in terms of the date
of the year,was Carter elected President?" This point about the ambiguity of
the word "whfen" also appliu tosuch words as "who" and "where," two other
popular questioning words."

3. Ask a question and wait for the response. The research on "wait-time"21 calls.on
us to wait aftpr we ask.a question rather than answer it ourselves, or request
nother person toAnswer it,.or ask other question. The positive results which
we get when we wait from 3 to 5 seconds--after aSking a question and after
receiving a responseare compelling. The research shows that students who were
given a 3 to 5 Second wait time increased the length of tkheir responses, increased
the number of their responses, changed their cognitive processes to more complex
ones, and began to ask more questions. I shall return to this_point of student
questions shortly. In short, ask one question at a time and by waiting express
your expectation to receive a response and your willingness to listen to the
reader's"response. /r

I selected the next six guidelines from The First-gtade Reading Croup Study conducted
by the Research and Development Center for Teacher Education of the University of TexS4-
at Austin.22 The guidelines were developed for teachers of reading working with small
groups of children and based on available,research and knowledge.

4. "Work with one.individual at a tim'e in having the children practice the new
skill and apply the new concept, making'surre that everyone is checked and
receives feedback during the lesson."23

5. "Use a pattern (such as going from one end of the group to the other) for
selecting children to take turns reading in the group or answering questions (as
opposed to calling on thoffrandomly and unpredictably) .u24

6. "To keep each member of the group Akert and accountable at all times between
turns, . . occasionally question a child about a previous response from
'another child."25

7. Restrict "calling on volunteers. . . chiefly to parts of the le son ia which
childrpn are contributing personal experiences or opinions .1,26

8. When a call out occurs, "remind the child that everyone gets a turn and he must
wait his turn to answer.'(27

9. "Alltd rhetoxical questions asked, for effect with no answer expected, or leadfng
4questions."2'

I selecTed the next four guidelines from Teacher Training Packet 5 as developed 8y
the PrOgram on Teaching Effectiveness of the Center for Educational Reseaich at Stanford
University.29, These guidelines are also based on available researeh and knowledge, soMe

^of it .t.e same' as that used by the Texas group above, Therefore, there is some overlap.

10. In selecting puipils to respond to.questions, . . . use the technique 'of calling
on a child by name before'ask4ng the questión, as a means of insuring thatall
pupils are given anWiiiiir number of opportunities to answer questions.30

-
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11. "Avodd calling on volunteers more than 10 or IS percent of the, time during
question-and-answer se3sion4)"31

12, "With lels academically Oriented pupils, . . . always aim at getting the child
to give.som kind of a response to a question. Rephrasing, giving clues, or
asking a new question cad be useful techniques for bringing forth some answer
from a previogsly silent pupil or.one who says 'I don't know,' or answers _

incorrectly."32 -

13. "With more academically oriented pupils who generally become activelx 1nvo1ve4
in discussions, . . . concentrate on getting the correct response.""

It is also necessary for parents'and-teachers to-encourage children--for that matter,
any person--learning to read to ask their own questjons. Indeed, we must go beyond en-
couragement and. actually get the reader toosk questions. Reseatch shows that once
al:fart to Wir oped for stvdent questions, teachers can succeed in increasing their
frequency.,11,-'? Singer,a8-a prominent reading researcher, points'out that adult questions
'are inadequate for children who^~are learning to comprehend what they read. Singer urges
us to Move to'Cillat he'Calls "active comprehens1on.."4- .Por him A child must learn to ask
his or her own questions abodt what is being read so that there can.be active partici-
pation--sb that.the child can say, "That's my question" and."That's the answer to my
question." When dhildren formurate their own queStions.to guide their own thinking they
have a stake in the responses, delielop:a positive attitude toward reading, and "become
independent in the process of readAg and learning from text,"37 The research data and
the literature in reading, therefore; indicate tiaat when children ask each other.
questions and answer them, there is higher achievement in comprehension than when they
respond only to the teacher's questions.38,39,40

It is not possible nor necessarily desirable to shift.to childreWs questions int-
mediately or completely. First, children and teachers cannot shift quickly from their
established pattern. Second, children have t need for dependence and need the oppor-
ttinities to fulfill the expectations others have of them by sliowing that they can answer
questions asked of them. The shift from parent and teacher questions to children ques-
tions should he gradual and balanced.41

. .

In the shift away from the dominance of parent and teacher questions to more .

children questions we will need to be aware of two accompanying items. Children win.
ask some undesired or poor questions. Sometimes. we might ourselves feel-bombarded by
questions. But that is the price we must paf for encouraging children questions, and
the ilwicb is 101v. It is worth the price in the lodg run. In addition, we must be alert
to the need to respond to the children's questions. When we do not respond, we convey a
message which spys we do not care and do not really want theT to ask questions. But
not only must vie respond to the explicit qugstions, we must also respond to the deeper
'queStions. Chitdren,ask OUestions for many purposes, just as we de, and we must look to
the multiple uature of children's questions in our sincere effort to respond to our
children.44,4-?

In shoit, since questioning is necessary in reading, I call out for a change in the
current pattern of questioning. Notice that I am not calling upon you to stop asking
questions. Rather, I am calling.upon you to improve your questioning as one way to bring
success in thetsymbol, comprehension, and love areas. You can improve by using visual,
mapping, strategic questioning, and appropriate tactics, as'I htve specified them today.
These three techhiques alongiwith the encouragement of student questioning will help you
because they provide you with ways of questioning reasonably, sensibly, and pdrposefully
as opposed to chaotically, ignorantly, and purposelessly.



Improved questioning is essential to improved tez ng because t is a rW0aMental

skill. You can adjUst your questions to fit your p ula;,stud ts and whichever area

of reading needs your attention at any given juncture. Question sking is what Benjamin

Bloom recently labeled as an "alterable variable" in education/Questioning is a quality

of teaching open to alteration through study and feedbacki_lt-ls not a static character-

istic of teachers which is unalterable: Bloom is_opSlariStit when he advocates that we

make the qualities of teaching and not.-tfre CM4r1-Cteristics of teachers central ta cur

efforts for improved teaching and learning .44 Through your questions you can concentrate

on the symbol area or the comprehension area or the love area. By asking questions tailored

to your particular students you can demonstrate your concern for your students, the

material read, and the skill of reading. By developing in students the desire and

ability to ask their own questions you can promote an atelosphere which rewards those

who read and think about what they read.

Finally.), we live part of our lives in an electrbnic world where television, radio,

and disk and tape recordings compete for time often allocated- to reading. Indeed, at

least one video-magazine how exists,' videofashion,\ which you watch, not read, on y'our

home,video cassette player. The idea behind this innovation is the belief that.most

everyone will have a video recorder in the l980s and thus have little need to read.

I disagree. Our complex 20th century lives demand that we read--and read well.

We need to be able to read well'and fast even to be good,..television viewers,.

Consider (1) all the commercial advertisements on the screen which involve electronic

print, (2) the moving flash announcements that come across the screen, (3)Ahe visuals

used, especially in the news broadcasts, which involve reading, and (4) the listings f
future programs whether they appear in print on the screen, er in the.daily newspaper,

or in a magazine about television. Yes, the need for reading still exists and will

continue to exist, as shown by your answer to the following question, "What would be 6,?,

-the quality of your life if you could not read?"
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Figure 1: ,Compare and Contrast X with Y
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Figure 3: Evaluate X (Person, Object, or Event)
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